Famous astronauts and astronomers.

Key Vocab

Sir Isaac Newton

Solar System

The collection of eight planets and their moons in orbit round the Sun.

Planet

A spherical mass of solids and gases which spin and orbit the Sun.

Dwarf plant

Neil Armstrong

An English scientist, mathematician and astronomer
whose discoveries changed the way we think about the
Universe. He is most famous for defining the three
laws of motion and universal gravitation.
First astronaut in pace on the VOSTOCK 1 spacecraft
(1951)
First astronaut on the moon in APOLLO 11 (1969)

Tim Peake

Most recent British astronaut to go into space (2015)

Celestial

An celestial body resembling a small planet but lacking criteria to be
classed as a planet (Pluto).
A curved invisible path that a planet, asteroid, meteorite or comet takes as
it goes around something else (e.g. the Sun).
A body in the sky or in outer space.

Asteroid

A rock that orbits the Sun. (Meteoroid is the same but smaller)

Moon

Natural satellites which orbit a planet. (Lunar relates to the moon).

Axis

An imaginary, straight line that a planet orbits.

Rotation

To turn around a fixed point (axis).

Atmosphere

A mixture of gases that surround a planet.

Universe

All of space and everything in it including stars, planets and galaxies.

Star

A huge, bright ball of gas held together by gravity.

Comet

A frozen mass of dust and gas orbiting the Sun.

Crater

A huge hole formed by the impact of a meteorite on other space objects.

Gravity

The force by which an object with a large mass pulls an object toward its
centre (The planets are kept in the Solar System through gravity).
A man-made machine orbiting a body in space that sends signals back to
Earth.

Yuri Gagarin

Orbit

Satellite
Galaxy

A collection of star systems (Earth is in the Milky Way Galaxy).

Day and Night Diagram

